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ABSTRACT 
The PROHYS simulator program developed in the framework of a 

contract with the International Atomic Energy Agency is described. The 
Ыоск-oriented program is written in Fortran language and was designed 
for the simulation of a high performance hybrid computer system. The 
analog part is programmable in the form usual in analog computing tech
niques and the digital part in Fortran language. Any digital block can 
be timed which, together with the variable time step of integration, 
lends the program a wide field of application. Operation is facilitated 
by the consultative mode enabling the program to propose a discretization 
time suitable for the given problem. 

РЕЗЮМЕ 
В докладе описывается симупяционная программа FROHYS, которая раз

работана в рамках исследовательского контракта с МАГАТЭ. Эта программа, ко
торая написана ка языке Фортран, и имеет блочную структуру, симулирует гиб
ридную вычислительную машину с большой вычислительной мощностью. Аналоговая 
часть программируется как обычно в аналоговой вычислительной технике, а ци
фровая часть - на языке Фортран. Поскольку возможно вариировать временным 
шагом дискретизации интегрирования и задавать такт для цифровых блоков, 
программа может быть применена для решения широкого круга задач. Консульта
тивный режим работы программы также облегчает ее применение, потому что в 
этом режиме для решения данной проблемы программа предлагает приемлемый вре
менный шаг дискретизации. 

KIVONAT 
A riport a Nemzetközi Atomenergia Ügynökséggel kötött szerződés ke

retében kifejlesztett PROHYS szimulátor programot ismerteti. A blokk-orien
tált program, amely Fortran nyelven készült, nagyteljesítményű hibrid számí
tógéprendszert szimulál. Az analóg rész az analóg számítástechnikában meg
szokott formában, a digitális rész pedig Fortran nyelven programozható. A 
digitális blokkok id5zithet6sége és az integrálási időlépés változtatható
sága a programot széles körben alkalmazhatóvá teszik. A felhasználást nagy
mértékben megkönnyíti a konzultációs üzemmód, melyben a program javaslatot 
tesz az adott problémánál alkalmazandó diszkretizációs időlépésre. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern control of dynamical systems requires much more information 
about the controlled process than do the earlier methods. This is parti
cularly so in the case of systems such as, for example, nuclear reactors 
when it is a prerequisite that the system behaviour during an operational 
failure must be known by the control designer. Since it is obviously risky 
to induce such incidents purely for experimental purposes, the control sys
tem needs to be tested on a model of the process prior to installation. 

Most of the assemblies to t„ studied in this way are continuous in 
operation and their behaviour can be simulated most conveniently on analog 
computers. As conventional controllers work inherently on the principle of 
analogy, the most suitable means of simulating the control system is on a 
single analog machine of a size depending on the volume of the computations 
involved. With the advent of digital controllers, simulation on analog com
puters has become inadequate in that the digital nature of the controller 
has to be left unchanged. It is therefore expedient to test s:uch controllers 
on hybrid computer systems where Ы e process is modelled on *;he analog part-, 
of the machine which is itself controlled by the algorithm of the digital 
machine interfaced with the analog part. 

If the analog program -±s scaled on real-time, the operation of the 
controller can be accurately tested. However, because of the scarcity of 
hybrid computer systems compared wi-h available digital machines, hybrid 
simulation is rarely practicable. Instead of the ideal hybrid solution, the 
designer is compelled to work out a digital simulation. 

Two ways are possible. One of them is to give a mathematical descrip 
tion of the continuous system and to find the digital solution to the thus 
obtained model. The second is to use a universal digital simulator program 
which solves in a digital manner the analog program of block structure. 

As the second procedure, which conserves the principle of analogy, 
is much more suitable, several universal simulation languages were developed 
in the past decade, some of which are now widely used. A few of these prog
rams /e.g. CSMP, MIMIC/ give a digital approximation of the problem and the 
task is written by the use of formats similar to FORTRAN. Others /e.g. 
PACTOLUS, ANAGOL/ are of analog orientation and though it is possible to in-
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sert the digital routines of the user, many features of hybrid computer 
systems /timing of tasks, etc./ cannot be implemented. 

PROHYS, the program described here, allows digital simulation which 
is hybrid in aspect. It contains, in addition to the usual analog elements 
and extended function blocks of similar programs, freely programmable func
tion blocks and tasks which can be arbitrarily timed and executed in the 
order following the series and/or parallel set of solutions in hybrid com
puter systems. This offers the possibility of simulating control systemsin 
"real-time" as the analog and digital parts of the program are activated on 
an identical time scale. The time-step, which discretizes the analog solu
tion can be arbitrarily varied. Apart from the simulation mode the program 
also works in a consultative mode thereby permitting the time-step to be 
estimated according to the required accuracy. 

Such a construction is most advantageous for the simulation of DDC 
control systems. It is also useful for the solution of complex nonlinear 
differential equations with several unknowns, thus of engineering problems 
involving such equations. The structure of the system can also be on-line 
modified depending on the interim results or on other conditions. 

2. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE PROHYS PROGRAM 

PROHYS /PROqram for HYbrid Simulation/ has been constructed for 
the solution of hybrid computation problems using a digital computer. The 
program simulates a high performance analog computer completed with con
tinuous /function generator type/ and with intermittently working digital 
blocks /TASKS/ which can be programmed and timed. 

The progiam written in FORTRAN consists of three functional parts: 
integrator blocks 
substitutive blocks 

- controller. 

The substitutive blocks perform the mathematical operations such 
as audition, multiplication, division, generating of functions etc. These 
operations are coordinated by the controller which prepares the data, ini
tiates the data output, etc. The set of differential equations describing 
the dynamic system are solved in time domain. The advance in time is stepped 
by the integration blocks which convert the values of the solution functions 
to discrete points of time-step h. The substitutive blocks calculate the 
derivatives of the solution functions for the successive integration steps 
in the same way as in analog computers. In the digital solution the outputs 
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of the substitutive blocks are accurately calculated whereas the outputs 
from integrators can only be approximated, ihe accuracy obtainable in in
tegration decisively depends on the discretizing time step h. The problems 
of integration and time-step will be considered in detail later. 

The program has been Witten in FORTRAN IV for an ICT-1905 computer. 
It can be run on any computer provided with a FORTFAN compiler since no 
machine dependent instructions are con'ained in th«2 program other than those 
addressed to the plotter actuating routines and to the random generators. 

Two earlier versions of the present program are also available. The 
now described version occupies 27.5 Kwords in the ICT-1905 machine core and 
overlays four times its program field. The mcst simple version with a set of 
elements of the same multitude, but without interpreter organization and of 
more resitricted services occupies only 17 Kwords and it has no overlay 
structure. The required memory can be further decreased by reducing the set 
of elements and the number of blocks used simultaneously /since 10 Kwords of 
the 17 Kwords constitute the data-field of the elements/. 

As a consequence of electronic representation the blocks /summing, 
integrating, multiplying, etc./ implemented by operational amplifiers invert 
the sign of their inputs and the calculation is performed in given machine 
units. For this reason the analog programs must be scaled in amplitude and 
time. 

By using the PROHYS program, analog and hybrid programs can be run 
without alteration using the above principle. Calculations in absolute units 
are also possible without sign inversion and scaling. The desired mode of 
operation can be chosen by input of a single constant. 

The structure of the program is block-oriented. This means that 
first an analog programming map of the differential equations, flowchart, etc. 
of the continuous system is constructed, then the coupling order, the зо-
called connection-list of the mapped blocks is added. This list contains the 
connections of the blocks in the form of output-input element pairs while 
the blocks are specified with their serial number, type and input position. 
The element pairs can be written into the program in any serial order, the 
connections are rearranged by the program according to the solution logics. 
No declaration of elements is needed, the number of utilized elements is 
established by the program for the connection-list. The advantage of the block 
structure is the simple formulation of the problem; the use of the program 
does not require a knowledge of FORTRAN, ALGOL or any other programming 
language. 

A maximum of 418 blocks oan be utilized by the program. The set of 
elements from which the blocks can be chosen contains, in addition to the 



usual elements of analog machines, elements for the calcalation of analytical 
functions and freely programmable function generators. Comparators /relays/ 
and dead time blocks can also be constructed. It follows from the block Or
ganization that all the elements can have independent parameters and that 
they work independently of one another. 

The properties of hybrid computers are simulaced by the tasks with 
variable timing which can be included in the program in the form of FORTRAN 
subroutines. These tasks are independent of the analog program, being per
formed between two discretizing steps. They can read out, use, and modify 
data from any block of the analog program. These tasks are freely programm
able and may even have their own input-output system. An essential property 
is their periodical activation which can be timed in advance with respect to 
the d̂ .-.log program. For example, control programs can be inserted in this 
way for control simulation. 

For the simulation of statistical processes four types of random 
generator blocks are available which work independently of one another. 

Results of the calculations can be obtained on line printer, plotter 
or - for further processing - on punched tape. The blocks to be displayed are 
specified on the OUTPUT blocks. 

The discretization time step h is of essential importance in view 
of integration accuracy and computing time. Reduction of the time-step de
creases the error of integration but increases thereby the computing time. 
In order to be able to advance with the maximum possible time-step and with 
the required accuracy even in t?ansif>ht states, the original time step can 
be varied 19 times during a run. Thf: Lime-step can be increased or decreased 
without interfering with the function of individual blocks /e.g. dead time/. 
If the program is run in consultative mode, the user is informed about the 
necessary length of the time-step. 

The interpreter organization of the program permits serial runs to 
be made when only the modified data have to be read in again. It is also 
possible to change at any time from simulation to consultative mode. 

This chapter of the Progress Report does not give a description of 
the PROHYS program for direct use and it does not contain the listings, the 
detailed instructions for use, the syntactics of data compilation. The author 
would, however, be pleased to send these/under preparation as a separate re
port/on request to any readers who might be interested or should they be re
quired for assistance in the handling of any problems which might arise. 
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3. INTEGRATION 

As has been already mentioned, the error of calculation in digital 
simulation programs is due inherently to the discretization of the continuous 
process, that is, the integration over continuous time is carried out over 
discrete time intervals. It is of great importance, therefore, tc choose the 
proper integration procedure if the simulator is to function correctly. 

The integration procedure can be chosen from two groups, namely, 
the predictor-corrector and the Runge-type "tethods. In the predictor-cor
rector methods several precedent points are utilized. These methods are 
fast and their error is easy to evaluate. Their drawback is that the time-
step is not directly variable because of the several stored points. A tem
porary application of another method utilizing a single point is therefore 
needed either to start the calculation or to change the time-step. For solu
tion functions without a continuous derivative or for these with a discon
tinuity these methods are inaccurate. The Runge-type methods utilize only a 
single precedent point - the necessary information is here obtained by 
multiple substitutions into equations of the type y' = f(x,y). Since in 
this case each integration step is independent of the preceding step, the 
discontinuities in the solution functions or in their derivatives do not 
lead to inaccuracies, furthermore the time-step can be altered. The disad
vantage here is the time consumption because of the numerous substitutions 
as well as the difficult estimation of the formal error /thus, that of the 
time-step required for the given accuracy/. 

In view of the above considerations, it is found that for universal 
simulation programs the Runge-type methods are the most convenient. The pre
sent program utilizes the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. If the problem 
is formulated as 

y(t) = F(y,t) y(t) 

Леге F is the matrix operator composed of constants or functions and у 
J. 

and у are vectors formulated from the variables and their derivatives, then 
У п + 1 can be calculated with the fourth order Runge-Kutta method for given 
values of y(t ) = у as n' Jn 
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It can be seen that in this integration process four substitutions 
are made, that is, at times t , t + j and at t + h = ь

п + 1 • T n e 

error of the procedure is proportional to h , i.e. to the fifth power of 
the time-step - if the time-step is small enough /the error is reduced by 
•\ factor of 32 if the time-step is halved/. On the other hand, the computing 
time is inversely proportional to the time-step. It is for this reason that 
the choice of the latter is important and should be optimally varied during 
the calculation. The consultative mode of the present program permits the 
optimum time-step to be estimated for the expected states of the simulated 
system. 

In the determination of the time-step the program performs the fol-
.owing operations 

it linearizes the system with respect to the input Instructions 
it searches for the state matrix of the linearized system 
it determines the absolute value of each eigenvalue of the state 
matrix 
it calculates the time-step from the highest absolute value so 
that the formal error of the Runge-Kutta procedure may be kept 
to less than 1 %. 

It has to oe noted that the calculated value will be accurate only 
if the direction of the input vector does not differ substantially from 
that of the eigenvector of the matrix, that is, the simulated physical system 
is near to one of its steady states. 

As has been seen, the system has to be linearized to a given state, 
the usefulness of the estimated time-step depends also on how accurately 
the original is simulated by the linearized state. In the case of substan
tial nonlinearities the method is not recommendable in principle, however, 
in the majority of practical problems the method can serve as first approxi
mation in the estimation of the time-step. However, if the time-step used 
exceeds by a factor of 2.708 the value calculated by the program, the in
tegration algorithm is likely to become unstable. 



4. DIGITAL SIMULATION OF ANALOG MACHINES 

Since the calculation procedure of analog machines is of iterative 
type with feedback; the simulating digital machine must function in the same 
way. Thus, in each time-step, the following calculations have to be made: 
determination of outputs from blocks having initial conditions, that is 

integration 
alteration of input block values /when necessary/ 
determination of dead time block outputs 
activation of random generators. 

The next job is to determine the value obtained at each point of the analog 
system, thus to find the solutions to the other blocks in logical order. 
Then the organizations associated with the services are carried out, viz: 

display of observed outputs 
activation of tasks /if programmed/and printout of messages 
associated with the tasks 
storage of values in the dead time blocks 

- determination of integrator block inputs /preparation for the 
next cyc_e/. 

Since a substitution is already made in the cycle, the integration 
is carried out with three substitutions only. The values of inputs and of 
dead time blocxs remain unchanged over the integration, and the relays which 
also cause a structural change of the system remain in their position before 
the start of integration. This is necessary because of the iterative nature 
of the integration. Otherwise, the convergence wov-Id be impeded by the dis
continuity-type alterations of the function. This should cause no concern 
with blocks representing continuous nor'-inear functions. 

5. SET OF AVAILABLE ELEMENTS 

The program can be constructed with the use of following blocks. If 
the simulation is to be made with sign inversion, we write into the formulae 
SG • -1, if not we write SG - +1. The analog machine unit is U. If we 
are not considering the simulation of a concrete analog machine, then 
SG - U =• +1. x, у and a stand for the block inputs, outputs and parame
ters, respectively. The elements are specified in Table /p.25/. 
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5.1 Set of analoy elements 
1• 5g_Integrators_2INT/ 

The integrator computes the time integral of the weighted sum of 
four 

ula 
its four input values for the initial condition у according to the form-

*o f 

4 
У л.х. dt L l i 
i=l 

2- |0_Summers_^SUM/ 

The summer computes the wi-ighted sum of maximum four input values 
as 

4 
У = •'•'''' [ j / j 

i = l 

3. 20_ inyf r ter s__I NV / 

The inverter inverts the polarity of its input signal so that 

It has to be applied only if a concrete analog machine is simulated, since 
In the case of digital simulation any weighting input coefficient may be 
given a negative value. 

4 > iOO_Potentigmet.er_.ZPgT/ 

The potentiometer multiplies by a coefficient. In contrast with 
analog machines, its gain is of arbitrary polarity and it can be higher 
than 1. This large number of potentiometers is needed because of their 
frequent use in actual analog programs. 
5 > i9_EE§§_E9íSQíi95)S£ers_/Fg_,_ 

This element computes the weightei mean of two input values. It 

corresponds to the unearthed potentiometers used in analog machines and it 

operates according to the formula 

у - a.Cj + (l-a)x2 

http://iOO_Potentigmet.er_.ZPgT/
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6• 20_MultÍBliers_^MPY/ 

This element computes the product of two input values as 

у - JL, 

7 • i9_?9ffB§Eit2E§_i5§Í!/ 
This element permits one to make structural alterations in the 

program depending on the input control signals x, and дг_, that is: 

У = *з if *i > * 2 

у = x. if r, < Xj 

For those blocks with outputs only, the given constant value is 
alterable in the running program at 19 preset times. 

у = const /programmable/ 

At time t = 0, it must have an initial value. 

5.2 Set of extended analog elements 
1• 20_Diyiders_/DIV/ 

The divider generates the ratio of two inputs, as 

*1 L< = SI • 11 ~ -x2 

If x = o, more precisely if x \ l x 2 i s b e v o n d t n e range of numerical rep
resentation, an error message is displayed and this terminates the execution 
of the current job. 

2 • i2_£E£4í._í-§ S£ eD£_f VQS!Í9D_9§D e £§£2E§_./ARC2 

у = U • Arctan (-у-) 

3• ÍQ_eÍDP_£yDS£ÍQn_3eD§£§törg_i§IN^ 

у = U . sin(-y-) 
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У = V . cos (-£-) 

у = U • exp(-^-) 

*• i9_^9aEÍthm_fu^ction_ge^er^tors_/LűG/ 

у = '/ • tn(-- í-) 

If х- = О an er ror message i s displayed and the execution of the job 
i s terminated. 

7 • í9_6^S2Í!í£S-líaiy e-9eD§Eators _^ABS/ 

у = 1*1 

8 • 20_Dead_time_blocks_jfDTBj[ 

Dead t4.ae is simulated in the program by temporary storage of the com
puted values in the form 

y(t) = x{t - At) 

The maximum value of the programmable delay At depends on the minimum 
time-step applied in the run. The storing capacities represented by the 
two types of dead time blocks are 

1 to 5 blocks, 600 points/block 
б to 20 blocks, 50 points/block 

Of course, the serial numbering of the dead time blocks must also 
be continuous, thus the first 5 blocks must always to be used. The assignment 
of their storing capac:Lies is such that if, for example 5 x 600 points is 
not enough, the required dead time can be generated by completing the series 
from the 6 - 2 0 blocks. The large number of blocks and their relatively fine 
division /50 points/block/ permits the storing capacity to be used efficient
ly. 

At the start the blocks can be given initial conditions. This* per
mits a set of special functions to be generated in a simple wey. 
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E .g . 

2,0 -1.0 

гЧЕ>—\Éy~r 
m*t 

2 

• 1 
At, 1 / 

or : 

D 2,5=const „ ^ , ч 

If dead time blocks are used there are some severe restrictions on 
the values of the time-steps, such as 

a/ Every dead time must be divisible by every time-step. This re
quirement is needed for the representation of time delays by data which are 
whole numbers. If this condition is not satisfied we get the error message 
of the form: 

"DEAD TIME BLOCK No. 3 AND ANALOG PERIOD No. 5 ARE NOT COMPATIBLE" 

b/ The dead time must be accommodated in the available store, 
that is 

At 
hmin 

4 600 for blocks 1 to 5 

£ £ — á 50 for blocks 6 to 20 
nmin 

If this is not satisfied, we get the error message 

OVERFLOW IN DEAD TIME BLOCK No. 3 

where the number indicates the dead time block in question. 
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с/ If the time-átep is altered, the store is expanded or contracted 
when the factor in both cases must be such that the multiplication or division 
gives a whole number. For this reason any time-step must be a divisor of all 
the longer time-stops occurring in the program. This condition is not satis
fied in the case of e.g., 1, 2, 5 sees, since if one changes the time-step 
from 5 sees to 2 sees, the store should be increased by 2.5. In this case 
we get the message 

"TIMING IS NOT CORRECT FOR OEAO TIME BLOCKS". 

If the time-step is decreased, the dead time block output signal 
appears for a time delay At according to the preceding time-step as the 
points have been stored with this specific time-step. This inaccuracy does 
not occur if the time-step is increased since the points according to the 
new time-step are already available in the store. 

5.3 Set of special elements 
1 • I^Tasks^TSK/ 

The tasks are digital subroutines with a preset timing in the pro
gram. The tasks are timed by the input data of the first run, the period, 
and the last run. Each task is individually timed. The execution of a task 
can, of course, be prescribed on other than timing conditions /e.g. actual 
value of variables/. Tasks are specified by priority,that is if the run of 
several tasks is due at a given time, their execution takes place according 
to the increasing serial number. Over this time the analog machine time 
"stands still". Ii one wants to simulate the computing time too, e.g. when 
simulating a real time computer controlled process, it is recommended that 
the task be introduced into the program through a dead time block by means 
of the appropriate DAC /digital-analog converter/. 

Tasks must be written in FORTRAN IV and put into the segment 
SUBROUTINE TASKS. Every input and outpu'; of any block c*n be connected with 
the tasks for readout and/or modification. It is expedient to organize the 
intervention ot tasxs through the DAC block, this permits every intervention 
to be followed up. In the same way the current analog time and time-step can 
also be established. However, the values of the latter must not be altered. 

Tasks can contain FORTRAN subroutines of any complexity and further
more they can have an independent input/output system. If we want to observe 
specific tasks, their serial numbers can be declared in the input data and 
WJ gat a message when they start to run. /See D/\C/. 
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2 • 2 0 _ D i g i t a l ; a n a l o g _ c o n v e r t a r s ^ D A C / 

I n t h e a n a l o g p r o q r a m t h e s e b l o c k s a r e i d e n t i c a l w i t h t h e INP b l o c k s . 

T h e i r i n p u t d a t a h a v e t o b e i n i t i a l v a l u e s w h i c h c a n b e l a t e r c h a n g e d o n l y 

by a t a s k . For b e t t c j r t r a c i n g of t h e e f f e c t of t a s k s we g e t a d a t a d i s p l a y 

from e v e r y DAC on t h e r e t u r n from e a c h o b s e r v e d t a s k , e . g . 

TIME 1 2 . 0 4 TASK No. 5 EXECUTED, 

CONSENTS OF THE D/A CONVERTERS: 

1 2 . 5 6 0 . 0 0 - 1 4 . 0 8 

/if three DACs have been written into the program/. 

The function generators are analog-type blocks with a single input 

freely programmable in FORTRAN IV. They differ from the tasks in that the 

input algorithm is executed in each computing cycle according to the analog 

connection scheme so that they can be regarded as continuous functions. There 

is no restriction on the algorithm written in FORTRAN, it may contain even 

an input/output system. Since it is four times activated during a time-step 

of integration, machine time consumption depends markedly on the algorithm. 

The current values of analog machine time and of time-step can be read out 

by the algorithm. 

4 - N°is§_9§D§£§í2í-i 

The noise generators utilize the noise generator routines of the 

ICT 1905 Library, thus, they have to be substituted if the program is re

written for another .nachine. The program contains 4 types of noise generator, 

two blocks of each type functioning independently of each other can be in

cluded in the program. These blocks give only output signals and their input 

is specified by a parameter. 

a/ White noise generator /UNI/ 

This is limited from +У to -U /U is the machine unit/. If its 
parameter is 0, the noise generator starts in each run from the initial po
sition, that is, it reproduces the same sequence of numbers. 

b/ Gaussian noise generator /NOR/ 
It generates random numbers with zero mean and a standard deviation 

of u. Its parameter has the same property as that of the white noise gener
ator. 
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с/ Poisson noise generator /PSN/ 
This noise generator gives whole numbers with Poissonian distribu

tion. The coefficient of the block specifies the parameter of the Poissonian 
distribution. 

d/ Exponential noise generator /EXR/ 
It generates real numbers with exponential distribution. The para

meter of the distribution must be specified. 

In the analog program the noise generators are equal to input blocks, 
thus their value remains unchanged during integration. If the time-step is 
estimated /in consultative mode/, the outputs from the generators show the 
mean of the noise distributions to be used in the construction of the state 
matrix. 

5- iQ_9^PSt_blocks_2oyT/ 
The v?'ues generated at any maximum 10 points of the whole analog 

scheme can be obtained from the declared output peripherals /see later/. Tn 
the analog program these blocks have only input values which have to be con
nected to the chosen point. 

6. ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM 

The organization of the program is reviewed here from the point of 
view of the user. The operational modes, the possibilities offered by the 
input system of the program are discussed considering also some of the error 
messages and the output system, 

6.1 Operational modes 

As it has been seen, the program has two basic operational modes. 
The program is executed in the eimu?ation mode with the time-step chosen by 
the user. The choice of the tima-step is suggested by the program if so re
quired in the úommltative mode. 

The program can solve any number of problems in a single run in 
either mode of operation, even by alternating these modes. It is possible to 
rerun a problem after some modifications. Thus, the input data can be new or 
modified data. Considering operational modes and input data, four types of 
procedure are available for solving a problem: 

- simulation with new input data 
simulation with modified input data 
time-step estimation with new input data 

- time-step estimation with modified input data. 
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The order of these procedures can be arbitrary in a run, except 
that the simulation of a system cannot be continued with a simple modifica
tion after the time-step estimation. This fact is due to the limited memory 
in which some data indispensable to the simulation have to be overlaid in 
order to write in the large /50x50/ state matrix during the time-step estima
tion. In this case the simulation can be continued only with the declaration 
of a new job. 

6.2 Division of the memory 

The memory has been divided in accordance with the properties of 
the available ICT-1905 computer into three parts 

common data field 
constant program field 
overlayable program fiald. 

All data concerning the blocks and their organization, inputs of 
tne user associated with the given task, the state matrix during time-step 
estimation, etc. are written into the common data field. 

The constant program field is occupied by a single short segment 
which has only to activate the different subroutines in the prescribed order 
calling them into the memory. 

The subroutines are written into the overlayable program field. 

6.3 Error messages 

The errors generated during the run of the program can be divided 
into theree groups according to type 

read-in errors 
semantic errors detected in the hybrid program 
fatal errors arising in the simulation or in the estimation of 
the time-step. 

The errors in read-in are due to the syntactically incorrect construc
tion of the data tape, that is to the fact that the input data of the declar
ed hybrid task are written in an incorrect order and in inadequate quantities, 
thus the program becomes "erratic" en the input dat.=» carrier. In this case the 
supervisor which checks the run of the FORTRAN program sends an error mes
sage to the user and the execution is interrupted. 

If there are semantic errors in the description of the hybrid task, 
e.g. the connections are improperly listod, i.e. two outputs are connected 
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to the same input; a list is deficient, feedback of blocks without initial 
conditions occurs, i.e. input of implicit computing loops; etc. /or some 
given restrictions are not observed/ then the program is unable to interpret 
the hybrid task. In this case an error message is sent according to the type 
of the detected error, instructions concerning the modification-rerun of 
the defective task are left out of consideration and the set of operations 
is continued with the next new task on the input data tape. 

If a fatal error /overflow, divison by zero, search for the logarithm 
from a negative value or zero, etc./ is encountered in a task, the execution 
of the given task is regarded by the program as terminated and it proceeds to 
the next task which may be the modification of the erroneous task. 

7. INPUT ORGANIZATION 

Even for a series of solutions the data are specified by the user 
on a single input tape. If function generators or tasks of the user's own 
program are to be utilized these have to be written before the translation 
of the source program in the segments referred to as SUBROUTINE SPECFUIJCTIONS 
and SUBROUTINE TASKS. 

Each task is specified on the input tape by a name which is indicated 
on each peripheral output utilized by the task and it is terminated with a 
control code which informs the program if any job remains to be executed 
and if so, whether it is new or a modification of the former task. The input 
data are written between these two records into five blocks if the task is 
new, and into four blocks if it is a modification of the preceding task 
After its start the program waits for new input data and it runs in simula
tion mode. 

In simulation mode the five blocks are arranged as follows: 
- block of hybrid tasks /only if the task is new/ 
- block of coefficients 
- block of initial conditions 
- block of timing 
- block of output specifications. 

If a new job is declared these blocks must specify the coefficients, 
initial conditions, etc. of each element. If a modification is required as 
determined by the control code of the preceding job ., the block describing 
the hybrid tank /list of connections, etc./ is omitted and the others are 
introduced with a whole number indicating the number of modifications con
tained in the block. Each modification consists of two parts; the element 
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to be modified is declared in the first while the new data /coefficient, 
initial condition/, are specified in the second part. 

In •jonaull.i*. ive mode the distribution cf blocks and the execution 
of modifications is the same as in the simulation mode except that the timing 
and output specification blocks are replaced by the block of the lineariza
tion lists I and II. As has been already mentioned, the system has to be 
linearized for the estimation of the time-step in the following manner: 

Evjry multiplier, divider and function generator has to be represent
ed by a constant "gain", while the relays are kepi, in their current position. 
For programming the following data must be given: 

a/ Specified constant values of the chosen inputs of the multipliers 
and dividers, 

b/ Positions at which the relays are to be kept. 
c/ Constant yains representing the internal function generators, 
d/ Constant gains representing the user's function generators. 

Optionally, the constant values to the chosen inputs, the "gain" of the in
ternal function generators, the relays' positions /points a/ to c// can be 
determined by the program itself so that it substitutes the initial conditions 
at time t = 0. Only the gain of the user's function generators need always 
to be specified on the input tape. 
The data a-b are listed on Linearization List I, the da'a c-d on Linearization 
List II. 

It has been already mentioned that after time-step estimation the 
program cannot return to the simulation of the same system. Because of this, 
the program always starts to >-perate in the simulation mode after the input 
of new data and as the two modes have the three initial blocks in common with 
each other, the computation of the serial solutions can be continued by Simula 
tion. Thus, it is sufficient to be able to change over to the consultative 
modo after the read in of the first three blocks. 

The change-over is made possible by the first element of the timing 
block which specifies the number of time-steps to be applied during the si
mulation. If this number is zero, that is, if simulation is not required, the 
program turns automatically to the consultative mode of operation and asks 
for the linearization lists I and II. The flowchart of the input organization 
may be seen in Fig. 1. 
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8. OUTPUT ORGANIZATION 

The peripheral outputs utilized by the program are a line printer, a 
tape punch and a plotter. 

After the data input for the next operation in the series the program 
prints on the line printer all the input data of the job in a systematic order 
even if only a few data have been modified for the operation in question. 
During the preparation of the job two other sets are printed out, namely the 
connection list arranged in the order of solutions and the step list containing 
the blocks listed in the connection list according to the order of execution. 
The latter does not list the integrator and dead time blocks nor the D/A 
converters, thus the elements which are not activated during a substitution 
/see analog solution cycle/. Further outputs depend on the operational mode 
of the program. In eimulation mode the sum of the weighted inputs to the integra
tors /INTEGRATOR STATIC CHECKSUM/ is displayed as a result of the substitution 
at time t = 0. If a physical system is simulated starting with the steady state 
of this system, this sum must be equal to zero, thi j the correctness of the 
model reproduced by simulation can be checked from these data. The check is 
followed by the output results of the simulation. The output peripherals and 
the output formats can be specified in the OUTPUT specification block of the 
input data. 

Messages, error indications etc. during the run of the program can 
be received only on the line printer. Specification as to which values of the 
integrating cycles are to be printed is possible and if we want a tape puncher 
output, the result of which cycle is to be punched. In the case of punched 
output, the first three records read as 

- Identification name; 
- Number of data per data record /time + OUT blocks/ 
- Value of time in the last data iecord. 

If a plotter output is desired, the serial number of the plotted output has 
to be specified along with the scales of the x,y axes. The scales can also 
be determined by the program from the maximum and minimum values of the plotted 
output in the course of the simulation. Since in the given configuration the 
plotter operates off-line, the program prints an informative diagram on the 
line printer. 

It is possible to terminate the simulation earlier than programmed 
if so suggested by the result. If an output is given alarm státus and its 
lower and upper limits are specified, we get the output message "ALARM OBSERVED" 
if the output value lies outside of the given range and the execution of the job 
is terminated. Use of this possibility enables one to save substantial machine 
time if little known systems are simulated. 
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It is also possible to specify the serial numbers of TASK-s for which 
we want to receive a message as they are called for /see Set of elements: TSK, 
DAC/. After execution of the job the machine time consumption is displayed 
in the form 

- preparation time 
- simulation time 
- printing time 

as well as the total time taken by the above. In addition, the time taken by 
one integrating cycle is computed. This permits the machine time required by 
the further tasks to be properly estimated. In aoneultative moae the result, 
the suggested time-step, is printed out on the line printer. The values of 
the OUTPUT blocks, as computed by substitution of t = 0 on the linearized 
system, the state matrix if not larger than 10*10 /i.e. if not more then 10 integ
rators were utilized/ and, on termination, the total machine time used are 
printed out in this mode. 

9. PLANS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

After performing the necessary tests, the PROHYS program was used 
for modelling the WWR-SM reactor. The results are in good agreement with those 
obtained in the course of hybrid computer simulations. 

The time constants of the model fall into a very wide range: 
prompt neutron lifetime is about 2* 10""* sec while the cooling tower has a 
time constant of lO4 sec, approximately. Running all the integrators with the 
same time-step /corresponding to the fastest integrators/ consumes unnecessarily 
long computing time since there is hardly any change on the outputs of the 
slow integrators during this small time increment. This fact results In a long 
simulation time /in the case of our simulation runs it was approx. 100-times 
longer than th<; real-time/ and imposes strict limitation on the range of prob
lems that can be investigated economically by this method. 

To eliminate this difficulty, PROHYS is now being developed in two 
directions: The first solution is to implement the program on an R-10 mini
computer, where computing time is less important. The second way is to develop 
the program to simulate stiff systems in several groups. In this latter case, 
the analog program may be divided into groups which are simulated parallelly 
but using different time-steps. This modification is expected to shorten the 
simulation time by a factor of about 10. The development of the program to 
this end has already begun. 
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1 0 . SAMPLE PROBLEM 

The d i f f e r e n t i a l equations descr ibing the k ine t i c behaviour of a 
nuclear reactor in one-point-model approximation a re a s follows \l\: 

ft-4^^l 4Ci '!> 
i=l 

p . 

а Т 1 = I» N - 4 C i : i = i - - - 6 / 2 a . . . 2 f / 

P = P r + P 2 - r pT F - r RT R /3/ 

air - к; м - к; < W ' 4 / 

d T D <* G 
сПГ - ̂  < W - ^ (TRo-TRi) ' 5' 

TR - 7 f TRo + TRi) / 6 / 

6 
В = I Pj /7/ 

i = l 

In the above relations N denotes the power of the reactor and C-
stands for the i-th delayed neutron precursor density. T p, T and T 
denote the maximum temperature of the fuel elements, the input and the out
put temperature of the coolant, respectively, p stands for the control 
reactivity and p for the disturbing reactivity. G denotes the primary 
coolant flow and a the heat transfer coefficient. All the other symbols 
denote neutron-physical or constructions constants. 

The digital simulation is started from the following initial con
ditions corresponding to steady-state: 

№ = 4.4 MW 
T° = 81.38 °C 
T° = 50.4 2 °C. 

For fast shutdown the reactor is equipped with safety rods which 
fall into the core if the neutron flux reaches 120 % of its nominal value. 
This action is modelled as a stepwise reactivity change of -3.311 $ occurring 
with a delay of 0.3 sec after passing the trigger level. 
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The analog program of the reactor equipped with the safety rods 
is shown in Fig. 2. The integrators No.l through 6 evaluate the delayed 
r.eutron precursor densities /Equations 2a through f/, integrator No.7 sup
plies the power of the reactor according to Eq. 1, while the integrators 
No. 8 and 9 model the temperatures of the fuel elements and of the coolant 
/Eqs. 4 and 5/ respectively. The summer No. 7, the dead-time block and the 
comparator simulate the function of the safety system as explaned above; 
the irreversibility of the safety action is ensured by the feedback to 
summer No. 7. The input reactivity /p/ is computed according to Eq . 3 by the 
summers No. 5 and 6. 

The aim of the simulation is to investigate the system's behaviour 
in the case of reactivity disturbances; using, however, the inputs No. 2 
through 6 it is also possible to study the effect of other disturbances 
/e.g. rapid decrease of coolant flow/. 

As a guiding example the results of a digital simulation experiment 
based on the analog program of Fig. 2 are given in the Appendix. In the 
course of this axperiment the reactor - after being in steady state for 1 
second - was disturbed with a step reactivity input of 14 ф. For the sake 
of illustrating the use of the consultative mode, besides the plotted dia
gram also those time steps are indicated which were estimated by the program 
when the external reactivity disturbance and the safety action were assumed. 

Because of the great amount of the line printer output the Appendix 
contains only the plotted diagram of the simulation, and a part of the line 
printer output of the step estimation. 
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1. Analog elements 
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Í INT Integrator 50 
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INT Integrator 50 

SUM Summer 50 
4 
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INV 
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Inverter 20 ;/ - -.r. 
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POT Potent iometer loo У-ЧХ 
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PPT Free potentio
meter 
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meter 
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REL Comparator 10 
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Designa
tion of 
unit 

Nam* Number 
of unit available 

Description 
of function 

Schema tic 
aign 

INP Input 10 i/=const 
\ ) - > 

2. Extended analog elements 

DIV Divider 20 
x l 

y~SG-V— 
x 2 

:-EE>" 

ARC Arcus tangent lo 
function gen
erator 

y-U- Arctan (IT) ARC Arcus tangent lo 
function gen
erator 

y-U- Arctan (IT) ж —Idrcfarj^—у 

SIN Sine func- 10 
tion gen
erator 

j/=I/-sin(|) "-{ЕУ' SIN Sine func- 10 
tion gen
erator 

j/=I/-sin(|) 

COS Cosine func- 10 
tion generator 

J/-I/.COS (J) x —I cos у— у 

EXP Exponential 10 
function gen
erator 

у*и-ехрф "T^Vy 

LOG Logarithm 10 
function gen
erator 

у*и-1пф 
, T 7 V ? 
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Numb сv 
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u(^ • t ) 
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i. Special elements 

TS К 

ПАС 

FUN 

Task 20 

Digital-analog 20 
converter 

function gener
ator /programm
able/ 

10 

UNI 

N0K 

White noise qen-
orator 

FORTRAN segments 
written by the user 

.'/- output from a task 

a •• f ( . r ) E> 

( iauss ian no i so /. 
goruTi'itor 

m=o 

ED .. у 
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Designa
tion of 

ur.i t 

Name Number 
of unit available 

Description 
of function 

Schematic 
sign 

PSN Poisson noise 2 
generator 

X=a \пы\У~* 

EXR Exponential 2 
noise gen
erator 

X=a F*D -> 

OUT Output 10 x=[displayed] ± 
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APPENDIX 
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COMPUTING TIME 
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INITIAL VALUES UN THE OUTPUT BLOCKS» 
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THE THANSFE« MATRIX 
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